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General:
- The Department shall suspend the driving privileges of any person upon receiving satisfactory evidence of conviction for a charge of Failure to Stop and Render Aid, Hit and Run or Leaving the Scene of an Accident, as required under the laws of this State when a motor vehicle accident resulting in the death or personal injury of another person has occurred. However, if a CDL holder is convicted of any of the charges listed above, they shall be suspended and disqualified only if there is an injury or fatality. If there is no fatality, a disqualification only will be taken regardless of the vehicle being driven at the time of the violation.

Compliance:
- The mandatory suspension period of 365 days must be served.

Fees:
- $60 reinstatement fee must be paid in addition to any fees owed for other statutory requirements.

Related Policies:
2.30.00 Hardship License Requirements
2.36.00 Driver Management Fees